educube is our ingenious effort to streamline your Institution’s process starting from student’s admission to alumni management. It centralizes data, speeds up process, analyzes the data with real-time intelligence and increases collaboration.

**TEACHERS**
- Update attendance in one click
- Conduct Online Tests
- Automatic Report Card Generation
- Communicate with parents
- Access Lesson Plans

**STUDENTS**
- Submit Assignments online
- View Timetables
- Access School Calendar
- View Performance Progress

**PARENTS**
- View Report Cards via Web or Mobile
- Get Attendance reports of child
- Communicate with teachers
- Receive Notice Board updates

**FINANCE**
- Manage Admission, Library, Transport and Inventory information
- Manage Payroll and accounts data

**PRINCIPAL**
- Issue Notice Board events online
- Monitor teacher effectiveness
- Access reports with graphs

**MANAGEMENT**
- Access School data anytime
- Access reports with graphs
- Monitor School progress
- Monitor teacher and process effectiveness

**ADMINISTRATION**
- Maintain Academic and Financial Data centrally
- Access Data anytime
- Access reports with graphs
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**Benefits and ROI of educube**

- Centralized student data provides easy access and reporting for data-driven decision making.
- Enhanced communication for teachers and parents and within the district.
- Increased staff efficiency by eliminating redundant data entry and automating data updates.
- Facilitated data validation and verification for state reporting.
- Flexible, scalable solution that adapts to specific school’s needs.
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**Cost of Educube**

- Server Software: 6.7%
- In-House Deployment: 33.3%
- 60% Infrastructure
- 40% Cloud Based ERP

**School Admin Benefits**
- Efficiency improvement with Real Time Intelligence: 60%
- Reduction in paper cost in communications and paper work during admissions: 50%
- Increase in teaching time due to reduction in admin work: 35%

**Teachers Benefits**
- Collaboration and sharing knowledge with peers: 50%
- Increase in effectiveness of communication between parents and teachers: 50%
- Increase in student performance due to parent involvement: 40%
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www.educationerp.net